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Abstract: Singing skills of each singer helps in choosing accurate songs for them. These skills are determined by using vocal 

competence. Matching a song to singer’s vocal competence is the major and difficult task in song recommendation. There are 

other song recommendation systems, which works on recommending songs of listener’s interest. These traditional approaches 

did not consider the singer’s ability of singing which leads to poor singing performance by singer. This paper gives the 

solution using song recommendation framework. This framework uses the term singer profile, which constitutes singer’s 

vocal competence in terms of features of voice like pitch, intensity and also the voice quality of the singer. The paper then 

gives technique to acquire singer profile and song profiles are stored in database. Then learning to- rank scheme is used to 

rank the recommended song profile for each singer profile. 

Keywords: Singing skills, Vocal Range Profile, Learning to-Rank. 
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 I INTRODUCTION 

Singing skills of each singer helps in choosing accurate 

songs for them. These skills are determined by using vocal 

competence. Singers with different singing skills give better 

performance only if song is suitable to their skills. Many 

times, singers are upset due to their performance. The reason 

behind it is sometimes because of wrong preferred song by 

singer than the singing ability of singer. E.g. it is difficult task 

for a girl having soft voice to sing a song which requires 

strong voice. To achieve a good performance, songs are 

chosen strongly with singer’s vocal competence.  

Matching a song to one’s vocal ability is the major 

task in song recommendation. Experienced singing teachers 

listens the voice of singer to find point in a voice. This point 

then used to choose suitable song matching with singer’s 

voice. Typically, they choose tough songs for singers which 

differentiate singers from each other. They recommend songs 

which gives assurance of good singing performance.  

This paper focuses on Song Recommendation Based 

on Vocal Competence. A good music recommendation 

system should be able to automatically detect preferences and 

generate playlists accordingly. Additionally, music 

recommendation system is used to help users to filter and 

discover songs according to their tastes. The main objective 

of this paper is to recommend challenging but feasible songs 

as par the vocal ability of the singer. Mainly the singer’s 

digital voice is given as input to the system and analyzed for 

checking singer’s vocal ability. According to competence 

search process is carried in the song database which 

recommends list of song. To the system singer’s voice is 

treated as a query in the form of singer profile. For generation 

of singer profile vocal capability model called Vocal Range 

Profile (VRP) is used. 

VRP of anyone in the (pitch, intensity) space, is a 

two dimensional bounded area. But the VRP is not sufficient 

to describe singing competence because it overlooks the 

voice quality. So system first generates VRP and then 

calculates voice quality as a numerical function of pitch-

intensity space. Singer profile then consists of VRP of singer 

and its respective voice quality. The database of the system 

consists of number of song profiles. Similar to singer profile, 

song profile represents pitch and intensities of music notes. 

So for recommending songs, system needed to work for 

matching singer profile with song profiles. System can use 

approach of ranking based on competence. This scheme is 

used for ranking the songs in the dataset for singer. This 

recommendation is different because this does not 

recommend songs matching with listener’s interest. The main 

advantages provided by this paper: 

1. To enable singers sing songs according to their vocal 

       ability. 
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2. To help singing teachers to recommend and rate the 

song. 

The research purpose of the song recommendation 

system is slightly differentiating from most existing music 

fetching systems. Historical systems only focus on extracting 

song with listener’s interests. The methods previously used 

for music retrieval uses content based music retrieval [2], [3], 

[4] techniques. Other techniques based on collaborative 

methods recommend a song in a group of users having the 

same interest. 

Terminologies: This section defines and introduces 

relevant key terms as used in the article. These terminologies 

help in understanding recommendation procedure. A vocal 

range profile (VRP) is also referred as a phonetogram. It is a 

two dimensional map where each point represents the vocal 

ability of a human. This map depicts all possible (pitch, 

intensity)- pairs that any human can produce. Arranging a 

VRP map on the pitch axis results in the range of pitches that 

any person can at all produce, is referred as pitch range. 

Generally, the VRP specifies the voicing ability of anyone by 

depicting the highest and smallest vocal intensity at each 

pitch value over the complete pitch range. 

 

II REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Traditional approaches of song recommendation 

investigate in field of content basis song recommender 

systems or used collaborative techniques for recommending 

particular song. These techniques find listener’s favorite song 

concerning music content correspondence such as moods and 

rhythms.  Collaborative techniques recommend a song in a 

group of users having the same interest. Content based music 

retrieval methods are given below. 

In [2], K. Hoashi, K. Matsumoto, and N. Inoue 

given a music retrieval method which used to retrieve songs 

as per the users singing priorities. This permits the users to 

find new songs according to their interest and also they are 

expected to like. The given implementation of relevance 

feedback method is for improvement of the performance of 

music information extraction method. The burden on users of 

inputting learning data to the system has been reduced with 

use of method which generates user profiles based on 

grouping preferences. Also they did refinement process for 

such profiles using relevance feedback. Another technique of 

content based music retrieval, given in [3]. They have 

proposed the system to construct music descriptors. That 

system supported the efficient content-based music extraction 

and categorization. This method has given integration of 

multiple music feature vectors into a single low dimensioned 

vector, based on characteristics as timbral texture, pitch, and 

rhythm structure. The work of generating music descriptor 

carried in two stages- a. Dimension reduction using Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA), b. Non-linear neural network 

used for generating music descriptors. 

The next method of content based music retrieval is 

Scalable Content-Based Music Retrieval [4]- This method 

uses Chord Progression Histogram and Tree-Structure LSH 

for Music fetching. As multimedia content increasing day by 

day over the Internet, music data extraction has become 

difficult task. This method uses the melody similarity for 

quick and reliable retrieval of relevant songs. The system 

works in two phases: firstly, representation of audio tracks 

done correctly using music semantics. Then chord 

progressions has been identified from audio signals and for 

improvement of accuracy of identification, method has used 

multi-probing. Afterwards, as a mid-level feature, concise 

chord progression histogram (CPH) is computed from each 

audio track, which is used to describe audio content. As a 

second step it organized audio tracks as par their CPHs for 

this it used one locality sensitive hash table 

with a tree-structure. 

The techniques of content based method only 

focused on the song recommendation as par the listener’s 

interest. Consideration of the singer’s ability is main aspect in 

song recommendation which has not covered in earlier 

studies. Technique given in [5], proposed a song suggesting 

framework for making song recommendation in public 

community. Despite of suggesting tunes which audience like 

to hear, this system used to suggest feasible songs that people 

can sing efficiently. System has proposed with the aim of 

finding the song difficulty orderings among the song 

performance ratings of each user. The system transformed the 

difficulty orderings into a difficulty graph. Iterative inference 

algorithm was proposed to suggest songs relevant to the 

difficulty graph. To evaluate the singer’s performance, 

technique proposed by W.-H. Tsai and H.-C. Lee [6], with 

objective of developing an automatic singing evaluation 

system for Karaoke performances. This technique has used 

vocal features like volume, pitch and rhythm to assess a 

singer’s performance and improved the singing evaluation 

capabilities on Karaoke machines. The performance of singer 

calculated concerning technical accuracy and system then 

assigns a rating score. It produces the results as close to the 

human rating. 

The main task in music retrieval is feature 

extraction. One of the approach of feature extraction is given 

in[7]. The method is given to extract features for purpose of 

key detection. In music a key a set of musical notes that are 

primarily used for constructing a bit of music. The key gives 

dominant statistics regarding the musical content of a music 

piece, e.g. like harmonic and melodic context. The system 

has used consonance filtering for extraction of features that 

used for key detection in music.  
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Figure 1 : Song Recommendation Framework 

E. Benetos, S. Dixon, D. Giannoulis, H. 

Kirchhoff, and A. Klapuri [8] given techniques is about 

music transcription. This is the operation of transforming 

an audio into some form of musical notation. The vital 

problem considered in AMT system was the diagnosis of 

various concurrent pitches. For selection of feature which 

helps in evaluating singer’s performance, techniques are 

required. One of the techniques is given in [9]. This 

method proposes a feature selection (FS) algorithm to filter 

the low efficiency features for fast speech emotion 

recognition. They have proposed an algorithm to select 

features by considering discriminative ability as well as 

time consumed and redundancy of each feature. Technique 

given in [9] reduces the dimensionality of qualified 

features and at the same time refine its discriminative 

ability for a more systematic and effective emotion 

recognition system. To retrieve songs matching with 

singer’s vocal competence from database ranking is done. 

Technique described in [10], gives the method of ranking. 

In this technique of ranking, on inputting a query, the 

ranking function allot a rating to each document. It does the 

positioning of documents in descending order of the rating. 

The ranking order represents the similarity of documents 

with respect to the query. This can also used for ranking of 

songs in music retrieval. 

III SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

The system takes the data for recommending 

songs to particular singer as their vocal samples i.e voice 

samples of singers. These samples are treated as singer 

profiles. From the singer profiles system extracts the 

features and determines voice quality of singer. Using that 

voice quality of singer profile, system will check the 

dataset for matching song profiles. When system found the 

matching profiles it will return that song profiles according 

to their ranking in one list called ranking list. This list gives 

the song which are suitable to particular song profile. In 

this way, system carries the work of song recommendation. 

Figure 1 shows the architecture of recommendation system. 

A. Singer Profile 

A singer profile [1], contains two components: 

1. VRP of the singer and 

2. A voice quality function defined over the VRP area. 

B. Singer Profile Modeling 

A singer profile is defined as a tuple of  ,VRP  

Where, VRP is the VRP of the singer and    is singer’s 

respective voice quality function.  
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C. Competence Feature Extraction 

In song recommendation, voice quality of individual 

singer plays a significant role. For evaluation of Voice 

quality, pitch-intensity differences of different singer 

profiles are considered, which are calculated using 

Euclidian distance. If difference is less quality is a good 

and quality decrease as difference increases. This 

evaluation done using feature given in Table 1. 

Table 1 Features  

Feature 

Category 

Feature Name 

Pitch 

Features 

 

medianPitch, meanPitch, sdPitch, min-

Pitch, maxPitch, nPulses,  

meanPeriod, sdperiod 

Frequency 

Perturbations 

Jitter_loc_abs[11], 

 jitter_loc, jitter_rap[11], 

jitter_apq5[11] 

Amplitude 

Perturbations 

 

Shimmer_loc[11],shimmer_locdB[11], 

shimmer_apq5[11], 

shimmer_apq3[11], 

shimmer_apq11[11] 

Spectrum 

Features 

 

Mean_nhr[12], mean_hnr[13],singing 

power ratio[14], tilt[12], 

ltasS_lope[15] 

 

D. Classification 

After generating the singer profiles, system need 

to classify them into accurate singer profiles. For that 

purpose, firstly similarity between singer profiles are 

calculated using formula: 
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Where, 

  
0song  is the query song and 

isong  are the songs 

in available class.  

 jv is the jth feature vector of 0song  and isong . 

If there are more than one song in the class, 

system will calculate the average similarity of the class. 

This procedure is given in algorithm(1).If this calculated 

similarity is greater than threshold then we allocate flag to 

matched class with the value of similarity, and matched 

class will appear as nearest class of query song. If class 

with higher similarity found, flag and nearest will change 

otherwise song will added to nearest class. This procedure 

is given in algorithm (2). 

E. Recommendation and Aggregation of results 

For recommending songs, system uses machine 

learning. It takes three different methods of machine 

learning like Naïve Bayes, Neural Network and ID3 (i. e. 

Decision Tree). For this purpose, system creates training 

instance of every class generated during classification of 

dataset. This instance stores VRPs and their occurrences in 

particular songs in the format of ARFF (Attribute 

Relationship File Format). This instance also stores classes 

of every song in the dataset. This training instance used 

afterwards for comparison with testing instance of testing 

song, which is also stored in ARFF file format. The 

individual results are also aggregated for high accuracy. 

 

Input: List of Songs having TF, Threshold Thr = 0.5; 

Output: List of classes where, 
cClass =List of songs. 

00 SongClass   

for each remaining song 
rSong  do 

nearest = =-1; 

flag = 0;  

for each class Classc do 

sim = CalculateSimilarity(
cClass ,

rSong ); 

if )( flagthrANDsimsim  then 

nearest = c; 

flag = sim; 

end 

if (nearest==-1) then 

Create new class 
nClass ; 

nClass  = 
nClass  

rSong ; 

else 

nearestClass  = 
nearestClass   

rSong ; 

end 

return class; 

 

ALGORITHM 1: PROFILE CLASSIFICATION 

 

avgsim = 0; 

for each 
iSong  

cClass do 

 vector1 = 
iSongTF  ; 

 vector2 = 
rSongTF  ; 
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end 

return avgsim; 
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     ALGORITHM 2: SIMILARITY CALCULATION F. Competence Based Song Ranking 

It is challenging task to recommend the songs 

according to singer’s vocal ability. There are methods 

which recommend song which are matching with 

listener’s interest. For recommending songs according to 

singer’s vocal ability system requires singer’s vocal 

ability which is extracted from song using VRP and 

Voice Quality. The song recommendation system based 

on singer’s vocal competence is mainly based on how 

efficiently singer’s vocal ability is learned by the system. 

For learning purpose system took approach of List net 

which requires some features for learning. So learning 

method is divided into: 

1. ListWise Approach[1]: 

Within ListWise approach, Song Ranking system refers 

profiles of singer as a input query, and the song profiles are 

referred as documents. This approach aims at learning a 

function of ranking that taking feature vector V defined over 

every <singerprofile, songprofile> pair as input. Then this 

approach is used to produce ranking values of the songs. 

2. Feature Extraction:  

Given  esongprofilgerprofile,sin , for any area Ar in 

the singer profile, assume that },...,,{ 21 ntermtermterm  are 

song terms occurring in Ar  and their 
freqterm  in are denoted 

by },...,{ 2,1 ntftftf . Using this we can calculate 

features on area Ar as follows: 

1. Total TF: This feature is calculated as 


n

i

itf
1

. 

2. Total TF-IDF: Total TF-IDF of area Ar is calculated 

as 


n

i

itfidf
1

. 

IV THE DATASET 

As a dataset we took number of songs from website 

Indiamp3. com and remove music to extract core voice from 

song. We have collected 50 songs (25 for male, 25 for 

female) as the training dataset. Then convert them into wav 

format using Wave Pad Sound Editor. Then calculate the 

pitch and intensities of every singer’s from their test song 

samples. 

V RESULT ANALYSIS 

A. Data Discussion 

Table 2 Data Analysis 

   Sr. No.            # Songs  # VRP Profiles 

      1.                9            2000 

      2.              16            2958 

      3.              12            2246 

      4.              14            2500 

      5.              17            3134 

 

As shown in Table 2, firstly we take a set of 9 songs, 

with high variation then extract features from song  

Table 2 Result Table 

Sr.No    # Songs    # Classes # Relevant Songs #Recommendations # Correctly Recommended    Precision     Recall 

  1.      9       4            6                 4                       3                  0.67       0.75 

  2.       16          5            7                 6                       5         0.83       0.75 

  3.       12          4            6                 5                       4         0.8       0.83 

  4.       14          5            7                 6                       5         0.83       0.85 

  5.       17          3            16                 14                       12         0.86       0.88 

 

we get 2000 VRP profiles. Then we increase the number of 

songs for processing on system. At second step we increase 7 

song without increasing variation in song types. In the third 

step, we decrease 4 songs from previous set of songs,  

this shows effect on VRP profile we got less no. of VRP 

profiles. Then again we start increasing the number of songs 

and decrease the variation to check the efficiency of the 

system. 
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B Result Table 

For each song set, system generates number of singer 

profiles, which depending on features, generate classes and 

recommend list of songs. E.g., for set of 9 songs having 

large variation in song types as shown in Table III and for 

a given query there are 6 relevant songs in dataset and 

system could generate 4 recommendation out of them 3 are 

correctly recommended. At the second stage, we increase 

the number of songs as well as do not increase the variation 

in song types. At this step system gives good performance. 

Then in third stage, we keep the same variation and decrease 

the number of input songs. In the last two cases, we increase 

the number of input songs and decrease the variation. At 

both the cases system is having better performance. In both 

first two cases, there is low performance of system. On the 

basis of this we can do 

result analysis.  

To calculate the performance measures, we use the 

above formula. To calculate precision we can decide 

correctly recommended song with actual number of 

recommendations. Similarly to calculate recall, we can 

divide number of recommendations with number of relevant 

songs in the dataset. Precision and recall is calculated using 

following formula: 

onscommendati

ongscommendedSCorrectly
ecision

Re#

Re#
Pr                (2) 

slevantSong

onscommendati
call

Re#

Re#
Re                                         (3) 

 

C Result Graph 

By using the precision and recall measures, we do 

result analysis. Figure 2 shows the result graph, by viewing 

graph we analyse the system. By analysing the graph we can 

say that as there is high variation in song type affect the 

performance of the system. The last case shows that even 

there is large load on the system, due to less variation, 

system perform greatly. 

A. Training Phase 

1) Firstly, dataset of songs present in WAV format are 

browsed as shown in figure 3. 

2) Then pitch and intensities and VRPs of each song is 

calculated. Then Classification of every song is done by 

finding similarity of every song with every other song in 

dataset. This is shown in figure 4. 

3) For training we firstly create training instance of every 

class and then use three machine learning algorithms like 

neural network, naive bayes, decision tree as shown in figure 

5. 

 

                 

Figure 2 Result Graph (Precison-Recall) 

B. Testing Phase 

1) In testing phase firstly, browse the query song present 

in WAV format are browsed as shown in figure 6. 

 

2) Then pitch and intensities, VRPs of query song is 

calculated. And finally after predicting the class, it will 

recommend the songs with ranking to the user as shown in 

figure 7. Here, results of naive bayes are only shown. 

 

3) Aggregated results are also displayed as shown in figure 

8. 

 

Figure 3 Browse Dataset of songs in WAV format, to 

calculate pitch-intensities. These pitch-intensities later used 

for plotting VRP graph. 
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Figure 4 Classification of VRP profiles according to their 

respective voice quality. 

 

Figure 5 After classification, every song of every class is 

trained and its instance is stored in ARFF format. 

 

Figure 6 Query song is browsed for finding its respective 

matching profile. 

 

Figure 7 VRP graph is plotted of test song as per the pitch-

intensity values. Then it is matched with most appropriate 

singer profile. And then it will be returned to user with 

ranking. 

 

Figure 8 Aggregate Results of three classifiers that are 

calculated for more accuracy. 
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VI CONCLUSION 

In the Song Recommendation system, vocal 

competence of singer is modeled as singer profile. Singer 

profile takes (pitch, intensity) pair and also the quality of 

voice into the consideration. Then using voice quality we 

divide the number of singer profiles in to different classes (i. 

e. Song Profiles). One of the song profile is recommended to 

user on given query. In section result analysis, system is 

checked for different inputs with load and increased 

variations. As Table III represent the result analysis and from 

the result graph it is clear that system give accurate results 

when there are less variations. 

                              VII FUTURE WORK 

In the future work system takes the singers choice of 

song into the consideration. In this system, singer may be 

unhappy with recommendation of system because, song 

recommended to singer is considering the capability only but 

not considering the choice of singer. So this system in future 

will also consider the singer’s choice. And also the system 

will work for taking listener’s interest. Currently system 

works only for recommending songs according to singer’s 

quality, but system do better recommendation by considering 

singer’s choice and listener’s interest. 
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